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Minor Incident 01/10/15 12.30 Rotary site discharge Lack of awareness and concentration by 
360 excavator operator

Whilst the 360 Excavator was cleaning up around the oscillator, he caught the hydraulic hose with the bucket causing 
damage to the hose and the fitting and approx. 1 pint of hydraulic oil sprayed onto the floor.

Minor Incident 02/10/15 18:00 Rotary site discharge Sheathing from the hoses not replaced
Whilst installing a 1500dia casing with the Casagrande B360, the hyrdaulic hoses which were hanging down side of 
the rig and caught the twist bar causing the hydraulic hoses to stretch spraying approx. 500ml of hydraulic oil on to the 
casing and a little on the ground.

Minor Incident 21/10/15 1400.00 CFA/DFA site Spill Loose Hose Minor incident cleaned up immediately due to loose hose on the rig

Minor Incident 19/11/15 14:15 Driven site Spill Wear and tear
The Junttan Piling rig (J29) was pitching a pile; however as they closed the gates they noticed that hydraulic oil 
(approx. 2L) was spilling out of the pressure hose. Despite majority being caught in the bagging, a little has spilled 
onto the platform.

Near miss 20/11/15 13:45 Rotary site Spill Lapse by wagon driver, where the load 
was strapped

Haulier (William Walker Transport) arrived on site to deliver the powerpack and oscillator from Bottesford Yard 
strapped on the back of the trailer; however during transit the strap holding the powerpack was strapped over the fuel 
tank causing it to split the tank. This caused diesel to spill from Bottesford Yard to Aberdeen - note: the driver heard a 
bang whilst driving, pulled over and noticed that the oscillator had moved. The driver took the opportunity to re-strap 
the oscillator and the powerpack. It has also been noted that the hydraulic pipe on the oscillator has snapped, causing 
hydraulic oil to leak along the route as well. 

Near miss 27/11/15 12:15 Rotary site Spill Hydraulic hoses leak Hydraulic loop hoses x 3 caught between track and motorhead carraige
Near miss 30/11/15 16:12 Rotary site other Extractor Fans not in place Extractor Fans on site - but not in place and carbon monoxide /gas reader needs purchasing 
Near miss 30/11/15 16:12 Rotary site Spill Hose failure Major Hydraulic hose failure in engine area of piling rig

Near miss 30/11/15 15:00 Rotary site Spill wear and tear, general maintenace Concrete pump suffered small leak. Oil pads and granules used to soak up oil. Collected by licenced waste carrier

Minor Incident 02/12/15 12.30 Driven site Spill Tracks became caught on steel plate
There is a steel plate on the floor covering the manhole; however as the rig tracked over the steel plate to head 
towards a diesel bowser to fuel the rig. The steel plate became caught between the rig tracks and flicked up under the 
machine and caught a hydraulic pipe causing it to spill hydraulic oil (25L) onto the platform but missed the manhole.

Minor Incident 05/12/15 09:00 Plant Yard or Workshop Spill Wear and tear A small bore pipe (1/4 dia) low pressure line to auxiliary spool control on the hired 8T digger has burst causing less 
than 1L of oil to spill on the floor.

Minor Incident 08/12/15 21:30 Rotary site Spill Wear and tear Whilst they were cleaning the street following a muckaway wagon; the hydraulic hose on the roadsweeper burst 
causing hydraulic oil to spill (approx. 5 to 10L) and spread over the road.

Near miss 09/12/15 12:25 Rotary site Spill Split hose Split hose on MP5004

Minor Incident 15/12/15 11:30 Driven site Spill Loose connection A hydraulic pipe became loose at the connection however they were unable to tighten it back on causing hydraulic oil 
(a minimal amount) to spill onto the platform.

Minor Incident 15/12/15 17:15 Rotary site Spill Wear and tear
Whilst screwing the casings down, the hydraulic hose on the hired oscillator burst causing hyrdaulic oil to spill approx. 
5L on the platform. Site are currently 20m away from the nearest water course however there was little chance of 
contamination.

Minor Incident 16/12/15 16:30 CFA/DFA site Spill Wear and tear Whilst extracting / concreting the last pile of the day (approx. 6.5m from completion) the hydraulic hose burst spilling 
hydraulic oil onto the platform (approx. 40 - 50L).

Minor Incident 29/12/15 14:20 CFA/DFA site Spill Wear and tear

Hutchinson's Lowloader had unloaded the piling rig at the site entrance on the North side of the station. The low loader
then drove away from the site North side entrance, drove some 70mtrs on the public highway when  a hydraulic hose 
burst spilling approx. 5L of hydraulic oil onto the road at the junction of Rushden Road and the main compound site 
entrance.


